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“The Election, the threat of a Mansion Tax and
plans to levy CGT on property investment by
overseas investors have cast a dark shadow over
London Residential Property, but short-term
political concerns must not be allowed to cloud
an excellent medium to long-term investment
opportunity.”

Below, CEO Dominic Field presents the firm's
Investment Outlook for 2015 and reassures
investors they can feel comfortable if
buying selectively.
 
 

Dominic Field,
Chief Executive Officer at
Temple Field Property

The London Sales Market
What an amazing four years we have had for capital value growth in the London
residential market. Land Registry figures show total capital returns over that period of
50% across many London boroughs, with many showing half of that figure in the year
to October 2014 alone! But for those of us very close to the market, it is apparent that

http://us9.campaign-archive2.com/?u=dbcf040a8978b46ab373fa45f&id=b62e0523c5&e=%5BUNIQID%5D


some of this stellar growth has been reclaimed in the last few months since summer.
     So what of the outlook for capital values in London in 2015 and beyond? The
Land Registry table below shows the individual growth numbers for various London
boroughs to October each year, though it should be noted that the price falls since
summer 2014 are not yet reflected, owing to the time lag between reality and
recording of statistics.

Cooling Market
For Temple Field, as an agent purchasing property for clients, the slowing and

reversing market was an enormous relief. There was a period prior to summer when

most properties, regardless of quality, were going to best bids with accepted offers at

10% or even 20% above asking prices. We believe there is evidence of a reversal of

this growth in most areas of London. At the extreme, family houses in some roads in

Fulham might have fallen in asking price by up to 20% since last summer. It is

frustrating that the Land Registry statistics are not yet showing such reductions,

which only seem to be reflected so far in Camden and Kensington & Chelsea to date,

but we anticipate this will start to become clear as the numbers are issued by the

Land Registry in 2015.

The Election Looms
So what caused the market to calm so dramatically over the summer? To our minds



there were a number of factors that converged, producing a dramatic turnaround in

sentiment. Firstly, the large rises in value since 2011 could not be sustained on the

basis of affordability alone, especially if one considered interest rate rises in 2015 are

taken as read; secondly the Scottish referendum was a big concern for the break up

of the Union, and thirdly the General Election campaigning started, with the Labour

Party pushing for a mansion tax. Based on these factors alone, it was inevitable and

healthy for a correction to occur.

Stamp Duty Reform
So does this mean we are going to see falling prices for a prolonged period? Our

considered view, summarised below, is that we do not believe this will be the case.

Stamp duty changes announced in the Autumn Budget have caused some

immediate turmoil in the market for properties above £925,000, where stamp duty

attaches itself at the highest marginal rate of 12%.

     Temple Field has active mandates where clients have decided to wait to see what

happens whilst the market digests the new higher taxes. We believe this news has

probably now been fully digested, with asking prices already having been cut

considerably across all price bands. Below £925,000 there has been a stamp duty

tax cut for most property purchasers, so we believe once the election has been

decided, the market below this level will start to recover again and in London there is

generally a quick bounce when this happens.

     We suspect that if a government is elected which wants to implement a mansion

tax, then this will continue to calm the market until implemented, and maybe beyond

at higher levels, depending upon precise details of this new tax. In our view it is more

than likely that some of any increased purchase cost will be reflected in lower asking

prices, thereby sharing the increased burden between buyer and seller.

    

 

Ben Temple, Chief Investment Officer at Temple Field,
explains some of the changes that have taken place in
the London residential property market in 2014 (see
Sales Volume Graph below).



"Sales volumes for property in London have shown little
to no growth during the past year, and at the bottom
end of the market we have even seen a significant fall in
the number of transactions, probably due to prices
rising. Overall the table shows a surprising fall of 7.5%
in the number of London transactions when comparing
2013 to 2014. With London's population growth forecast
to continue at an annual rate of around 100,000, the
equivalent of a new borough every three years, today's
figure of 8.6 million will hit 10 million by 2030. Supply
will struggle to keep up with demand, which in turn will
feed through to continued price growth."

Sales Volume Graph

The London Rental Market
Shared with others it is our view that rental growth prospects in London look very
good. Up until recently the UK economy has experienced muted economic growth,
however a broad realisation that the economy is growing faster has led to the
general belief that interest rates must rise to contain inflation. One factor in this
inflation is wage growth and, with housing affordability constrained and demand
continuing to outstrip supply, the proportion of households renting versus owning is



anticipated to grow significantly over the next five years. It is these factors which all
point to potentially inflation-busting rental growth in the main market. A recent report
from Savills predicts this growth to be 29.5% in the period to October 2019.

Optimistic Outlook
Ultimately however we believe there are major factors pointing to good medium and long-
term capital value growth in London. Firstly there will likely remain a very long-term chronic
imbalance in the supply and demand for housing. Secondly there is a tremendous amount
of current and future planned infrastructure investment into London that will only make the
Capital more accessible and therefore able to continue its growth path and economic
dominance. And third, real business growth is starting to feed through to wage increases,
and this is believed by many commentators to already be reflecting itself in rental growth in
the Capital.
     Some studies anticipate nominal rental growth in the main market of 5% pa for the next
few years. With rents growing, the mortgage market getting more competitive, and
international money still viewing London as a “safe haven”, we can see many reasons why
medium and long-term prices will be higher.
 

Temple Field Overview
Temple Field was formed in January 2014. We provide an experienced independent
residential purchasing service for those looking for investments in London. We also
offer project management and asset management services. For a full background to
our services and experience please take a look at our website:  
 

www.templefieldproperty.com.

If you are interested in receiving our brief newsletter, a Mortgage Viewpoint or Legal
Update, please contact either Ben Temple or Dominic Field for further information.

It just remains for us to wish you all a very healthy, happy and
prosperous 2015.

With kindest regards,

Temple Field

http://www.templefieldproperty.com/
mailto:ben@templefieldproperty.com
mailto:dominic@templefieldproperty.com
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